A random hash function h is ε-minwise if for any set S, |S| " n, and element x P S, Prrhpxq " min hpSqs " p1˘εq{n. Minwise hash functions with low bias ε have widespread applications within similarity estimation.
Introduction
The concept of minwise hashing (or the "MinHash algorithm" according to 1 ) is a basic algorithmic tool suggested by Broder et al. [3, 5] for problems related to set similarity and containment. After the initial application of this algorithm in the early AltaVista search engine to detecting and clustering similar documents, the scheme has reappeared in numerous other applications 1 and is now a standard tool in data mining where it is used for estimating similarity [5, 3, 6] , rarity [8] , document duplicate detection [4, 14, 24, 10] , large-scale learning [13] , etc. [1, 2, 7, 18] .
The basic motivation of minwise independence is to use hashing to select an element from a set S. With a hash function h, we simply pick the element x P S with the minimum hash value. If the hash function is fully random and no two keys get the same hash, then x is uniformly distributed in S.
A nice aspect of minwise selection is that min hpA Y Bq " mintmin hpAq, min hpBqu. This makes it easy, e.g., to select a random leader in many distributed settings. It also implies that that min hpA Y Bq P hpA X Bq ðñ min hpAq " min hpBq. Therefore, if h is fully random and collision free, Thus, if we, for two sets A and B, have stored min hpAq and min hpBq, then we can use rmin hpAq " min hpBqs 2 as an unbiased estimator for the Jaccard similarity |A X B|{|A Y B|.
Unfortunately, we cannot realistically implement perfect minwise hash functions where each x P S has probability 1{|S| of being the unique minimum [5] . More precisely, to handle any subset S of a universe U, we need a random permutation h : U Ñ U represented using Θp|U|q bits.
Instead we settle for a bias ε. Formally, a random hash function h : U Ñ R from some key universe U to some range R of hash values is random variable following some distribution over R U . We say that h is ε-minwise or has bias ε if for every S Ď U and x P U z S,
From (1) and (2), we easily get for any A, B Ď U, that
To implement ε-minwise hashing in Wegman and Carter's [23] classic framework of k-independent hash functions Θplog 1 ε q-independence is both sufficient [11] and necessary [15] . These results are for "worst-case" k-independent hash functions. A much more time-efficient solution is based on simple tabulation hashing of Zobrist [25] . In simple tabulation hashing, the hash value is computed by looking up c " Op1q bitstrings in tables of size |U| 1{c and XORing the results. This is very fast with tables in cache. Pǎtraşcu and Thorup have shown [16] that simple tabulation hashing, which is not even 4-independent, has bias ε "Õp1{|S| 1{c q. Unfortunately, this bias is useless for small sets S. In this paper, we consider the twisted tabulation of Pǎtraşcu and Thorup [17] which was invented to yield Chernoff-style concentration bounds, and high probability amortized performance bounds for linear probing. It is almost as fast as simple tabulation using the same number of lookups but an extra XOR and a shift. We show that with twisted tabulation, the bias is ε "Õp1{|U | 1{c q, which is independent of the set size.
It should be noted, that Thorup [21] recently introduced a double tabulation scheme yielding high independence in Op1q time, hence much faster than using an ωp1q-degree polynomial to get ωp1q-independence and op1q bias. However, with table size |U | 1{c , the scheme ends up using at least 7c lookups [21, Theorem 1] and 12 times more space, so we expect it to be at least an order of magnitude slower than twisted tabulation 3 . When using minwise for similarity estimation, to reduce variance, we typically want to run q experiments with q independent hash functions h 1 , ..., h q , and save the vector of pmin h 1 pAq, ..., min h q pAqq as a sketch for the set A. We can then estimate the Jaccard similarity as ř q i"1 rmin h i pAq " min h i pBqs{q. While q reduces variance, it does not reduce bias, so the bias has to be small for each h i . This scheme is commonly referred to as kˆminwise. Since min h 1 pAq is always compared to min h 1 pBq, we say that the samples of the two sketches are aligned. A standard alternative 1 , called bottom-q, is to just use a single hash function h, and store the q smallest hash values as a set SpAq. Estimating the Jaccard-index is then done as |SpAq X SpBq X {q smallest values of SpAq Y SpBq}|{q. It turns out that a large q reduces both variance and bias [20] . However, the problem with bottom-q sketches, is that the samples lose their alignment. In applications of large-scale machine learning this alignment is needed in order to efficiently construct a dot-product for use with a linear support vector machine (SVM) 4 such as LIBLINEAR [9] or Pegasos [19] . Using the alignment of kˆminwise, it was shown how to construct such a dot-product in [13] based on this scheme. In such applications it is therefore important to have small bias ε. Finally, we note that when q " 1, both schemes reduce to basic minwise hashing with the fundamental goal of sampling a single random element from any set with only a small bias, which is exactly the problem addressed in this paper.
Preliminaries
Let us briefly review tabulation-based hashing. For both simple and twisted tabulation we are dealing with some universe U " t0, 1, . . . , u´1u denoted by rus and wish to hash keys from rus into some range R " r2 r s. We view a key x P rus as a vector of c ą 1 characters from the alphabet Σ " ru 1{c s, i.e. x " px 0 , . . . , x c´1 q P Σ c . We generally assume c to be a small constant (e.g. 4).
Simple Tabulation
In simple tabulation hashing we initialize c tables h 0 , . . . , h c´1 : Σ Ñ R with independent random data. The hash hpxq is then computed as
Here ' denotes bit-wise XOR. This is a well-known scheme dating back to [25] . Simple Tabulation is known to be 3-independent, but it was shown in [16] to have much more powerful properties than this would suggest. These properties include fourth moment bounds, Chernoff bounds when distribution balls into many bins and random graph properties necessary in cuckoo hashing. It was also shown that simple tabulation is ε-minwise independent with ε " O´l
We will need the following basic lemma regarding simple tabulation ([16,
Lemma 1. Suppose we use simple tabulation to hash n ď m 1´ε keys into m bins for some constant ε ą 0. For any constant γ, all bins get less than d " mintpp1`γq{εq c , 2 p1`γq{ε } keys with probability ě 1´m´γ.
Specifically this implies that if we hash n keys into m " nu ε bins, then each bin has Op1q elements with high probability. In this paper "with high probability" (w.h.p.) means with probability 1´u´γ for any desired constant γ ą 1.
Twisted Tabulation
Twisted tabulation hashing is another tabulation-based hash function introduced in [17] . Twisted tabulation can be seen as two independent simple tabulation functions h τ : Σ c´1 Ñ Σ and h S : Σ c Ñ R. If we view a key x as the head headpxq " x 0 and the tail tailpxq " px 1 , . . . , x c´1 q, we can define the hash value of twisted tabulation as follows:
We refer to the value x 0 ' tpxq as the twisted head of the key x, and define the twisted group of a character α to be G α " tx | x 0 ' tpxq " αu. For the keys in G α , we refer to the XOR with h S 0 rx 0 ' tpxqs as the final (XOR)-shift, which is common to all keys in G α . We call h ą0 pxq the internal hashing.
Throughout the proofs we will rely on the independence between h τ and h
S
to fix the hash function in a specific order, i.e. fixing the twisted groups first. One powerful property of twisted tabulation is that the keys are distributed nicely into the twisted groups. We will use the following lemma from the analysis of twisted tabulation [17, Lemma 2.1]: Lemma 2. Consider an arbitrary set S of keys and a constant parameter ε ą 0. W.h.p. over the random choice of the twister hash function, h τ , all twisted groups have size Op1`|S|{Σ 1´ε q.
Twisted tabulation hashing also gives good concentration bounds in form of Chernoff-like tail bounds, which is captured by the following lemma, [17 
Minwise for twisted tabulation
We will now show the following theorem:
Σ¯-minwise independent. Recall from the definition of ε-minwise, that we are given an input set S of |S| " n keys and a query key q P U z S. We will denote by Q the twisted group of the query key q. Similarly to the analysis in [16] we assume that the output range is r0, 1q. We pick " γ log u and divide the output range into n{ bins. Here γ is chosen such that the number of bins is a power of two and large enough that the following two properties hold.
1. The minimum bin r0, {nq is non-empty with probability 1´1{u 2 by Lemma 3. Here µ " Oplog uq ă Σ 1´ε .
2. The bins are d-bounded for each twisted group (for some constant d) with probability 1´1{u 2 by Lemma 1. Meaning that for any twisted group G, at most d keys land in each of the n{ bins after the internal hashing is done. This holds because each twisted group has n{Σ 1´ε elements w.h.p. by Lemma 2.
Similar to [16] , we assume that the hash values are binary fractions of infinite precision so we can ignore collisions. The theorem holds even if we use just lgpnΣq bits for the representation: Leth be the truncation of h to lgpnΣq bits. There is only a distinction whenhpqq is minimal and there exists some x P S such thathpxq "hpqq. Since the minimum bin is non-empty with probability 1´1{u 2 we can bound the probability of this from above by Pr "h pqq ď {n^Dx P S :hpxq "hpqq ı ď n¨ˆn¨1 nΣ˙`1 {u 2 using 2-independence to conclude that thpqq ď {nu and thpxq "hpqqu are independent.
Upper bound
To upper bound the probability that hpqq is smaller than min hpSq it suffices to look at the case when q is in the minimum bin r0, {nq, as we have Prrhpqq ă min hpSqs ď Prrmin hpSq ě {ns`Prrhpqq ă minphpSq Y t {nuqs ď 1{u 2`P rrhpqq ă minphpSq Y t {nuqs
To bound (5) we will use the same notion of representatives as in [16] : If a non-query twisted group G α ‰ Q has more than one element in some bin, we pick one of these arbitrarily as the representative. Let RpG α q denote the set of representatives from G α and let R denote the union of all such sets. We trivially have that Prrhpqq ă min hpSqs ď Prrhpqq ă min hpRqs.
The proof relies on fixing the tables associated with the hash functions h τ and h S in the following order:
1. Grouping into twisted groups is done by fixing h τ . Each group has Op1ǹ {Σ 1´ε q elements by Lemma 2 w.h.p.
The internal hashing of all twisted groups is done by fixing the tables
. This determines the set of representatives R.
3. Having fixed the set R we do the final shifts of the twisted groups G α by fixing h S 0 . We will show that the probability of q having the minimum hash value after these shifts is at most 1{p|R|`1q.
Since |R| is a random variable depending only on the internal hashing and twisted groups, the entire probability is bounded by Er1{p|R|`1qs.
To see step 3 from above we let RandpAq be a randomizing function that takes each element in a set A and replaces it with an independent uniformly random number in r0, 1q. We will argue that Prrhpqq ă min hpRq Y t {nus ď Prrhpqq ă min RandpRqs " 1{p|R|`1q (6) To prove (6) fix hpqq " p ă {n and consider some twisted group G α . When doing the final shift of the group we note that each representative x P RpG α q is shifted randomly, so Prrhpxq ď ps " p. However, since the number of bins is a power of two, and each representative in RpG α q is shifted by the same value, at most one element of RpG α q can land in the minimum bin. This gives Prrmin hpRpG αď ps " |RpG α q|p. For RandpRq, a union bound gives that Prrmin RandpRpG αď ps ď |RpG α q|p, implying that This holds for any value p ă {n, so it also holds for our random hash value hpqq. Therefore Prrhpqq ă minphpRq Y t {nuqs ď Prrhpqq ă min RandpRqs ď 1{p|R|`1q
This finishes the proof of (6) .
All that remains is to bound the expected value Er1{p|R|`1qs and thus the total probability when the internal hashing and twisted groups are random. We will do this using a convexity argument, so we need the following constraints on the random variable |R|: We trivially have 1 ď |R| ď n. We know that the internal hashing is d-bounded with probability 1´1{u 2 , which gives |R| ě |S z Q|{d ě n{p2dq. To bound Er|R|s from below, consider the probability that a key x is not a representative. For this to happen x must land in the query group, or another element must land in the same twisted group and bin as x. By 2-independence and a union bound the probability of this event is at most 1{Σ`pn´1q¨1{Σ¨ {n " Op {Σq. The expected number of representatives is therefore
To bound Er1{p|R|`1qs we introduce a random variable r which maximizes Er1{pr`1qs while satisfying the constraints of |R| noted above. By convexity of 1{pr`1q we get that Er1{pr`1qs is maximized when r takes the most extreme values. Hence r " 1 with probability 1{u 2 , r " n{p2dq with the maximal probability p and r " n with probability p1´p´1{u 2 q. This gives an expected value of Errs " 1{u 2`p¨n {p2dq`p1´p´1{u 2 q¨n .
Thus p " Op {Σq to respect the constraints. To bound Er1{p|R|`1qs we have Er1{p|R|`1qs ď Er1{pr`1qs
Combining (5), (6) and (7) we get
Lower bound
We have two cases for the lower bound. When n " Oplog uq we observe that the probability of some twisted group having more than one element is bounded from above by n 2 {Σ " Oplog 2 u{Σq using 2-independence and a union bound.
Since the twisted groups hash independently of each other we have in this case that all elements hash independently. The probability of q getting the smallest hash value is thus at least 1{pn`1q¨p1´Oplog 2 u{Σqq. When n " ωplog uq we again look at the case when q lands in the minimum bin r0, {nq. We consider the query group Q separately and thus look at the expression:
Prrhpqq ă min hpSqs ě Prrhpqq ă minphpSq Y t {nuqs " Prrhpqq ă minphpS z Qq Y t {nuqś
Prrmin hpQq ă hpqq ă minphpS z Qq Y t {nuqs . (8) Furthermore we will assume that all twisted groups have Op1`n{Σ 1´ε q elements at the cost of a factor p1´1{u 2 q by Lemma 2. We will subtract this extra term later in (13) . Since the twisted groups hash independently we have for a fixed hpqq " p ă {n that
We can bound this expression using [16, Lemma 5.1], which states that 1´pk ą p1´pq p1`pkqk for pk ď ? 2´1 and p P r0, 1s. Consider a twisted group G α and some element x P G α . We have Prrhpxq ă ps " p and a union bound gives us that Prrp ă min hpG α qs ě 1´p|G α |. Since n " ωplog uq we have that p|G α | ď {n¨Op1`n{Σ 1´ε q " op1q, so the conditions for the lemma hold. This gives us 1´p|G α | ě p1´pq
|Gα|p1`p¨|Gα|q (10) Plugging this into (9) gives
To bound the entire probability we thus integrate from 0 to {n:
Prrp ă min hpS z Qqs dp ě ż {n 0 p1´pq m dp
Similar to the upper bound m only depends on the twisted groups and their internal hashing, so the entire probability is bounded by Er1{pm`1qs´1{nu ě 1{Erm`1s´1{nu. We note that the sum ř Gα‰Q p|G α |´1q|G α | counts for each key in a non-query group the number of other elements in its group, so
The expected value Erm`1s is therefore bounded by
Erm`1s ď pn`1q¨p1`Op {Σqq .
We can combine this with (11) and get a bound on the first part of (8) . We also need to subtract the probability that the keys don't distribute nicely into twisted groups. Doing this we get the following bound:
To finish the bound on (8) we need to give an upper bound on
Prrmin hpQq ă hpqq ă min hpS z Qq^hpqq ă {ns .
To do this we will again consider the set of representatives that we used in the upper bound. We start by fixing the twisted groups. Just like in the upper bound we have w.h.p. that |R| ě n{p2dq. We can therefore bound (14) by 1{u 2`P rrmin hpQq ă hpqq ă min hpS z Qq^hpqq ă {n^|R| ě n{p2dqs .
We fix hpqq " p for some p ă {n. Using 2-independence between the fixed query value p and each element of Q we get Prrmin hpQq ă ps ď p|Q| and thus
Prrmin hpQq ă p^|R| ě n{p2dqs ď p|Q| .
We wish to multiply this by Prrp ă min hpS z Qq | min hpQq ă p^|R| ě n{p2dqs .
For this we use the same approach as for (6) . We know that when p ă {n we have that Prrp ă min hpRqs ď Prrp ă min RandpRqs " p1´pq |R| . This holds regardless of the internal hashing so our restriction of |R| ě n{p2dq does not change anything. We now get Prrp ă min hpS z Qq | min hpQq ă p^|R| ě n{p2dqs ď p1´pq n{p2dq .
Multiplying together with (15) we get
Prrmin hpQq ă p ă min hpS z Qq^|R| ě n{p2dqs ď p|Q|p1´pq n{p2dq ď p|Q|e´p n{p2dq for a fixed p ă {n. To finish the bound we thus integrate from 0 to {n and get an upper bound on (14):
Prrmin hpQq ă hpqq ă min hpS z Qq^hpqq ă {ns ď 1{u 2`P rrmin hpQq ă hpqq ă min hpS z Qq^hpqq ă {n^|R| ě n{p2dqs ď 1{u
2`ż {n 0 p|Q|e´p n{p2dq dp " 1{u
2`O˜ż d{n 0 p|Q| dp"
We now note that |Q| is a random variable with expected value n{Σ, which gives the final bound on (14) as
Prrmin hpQq ă hpqq ă min hpS z Qq^hpqq ă {ns ď E "
Combining (8), (13) and (16) gives the desired bound:
Prrhpqq ă min hpSqs ě Prrhpqq ă min hpS z Qq^hpqq ă {nś
Prrmin hpQq ă hpqq ă min hpS z Qq^hpqq ă {ns ě 1 n`1¨ˆ1´Oˆl og u Σ˙˙´Oˆ1 nΣ" 1 n`1¨ˆ1´Oˆl og u Σ˙Ṙ eferences
